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Welcome to Tiger News 78. It would have come as no surprise I’m sure that the proposed
reunion for April has been cancelled and that means that for the first time since the
Association was reformed 30 years ago we have been forced to cancel it not once but twice.
We are of course ever hopeful that come the summer we can start thinking about dates
again, but experience has sadly taught us we can’t take anything for granted as far as
coronavirus and its effect on us all is concerned. So, patience Tigers! As soon as we can we
will. In the meantime, take care and stay safe.

I’ve never seen this photograph before! Are they Vespers or Lambrettas? It was presumably some promotional
thing as each scooter is marked up with 74 Squadron and a squadron badge by the look of it. Some familiar
Association faces are riding them, so if you can recall what this is all about we’d all like to know! With thanks
to our Dutch friend Bart Hoekstra for sending the link.
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Farewells
Group Captain Michael John Forsyth Shaw CBE
1937 – 2021
Mike Shaw died peacefully at his Lincolnshire home on Sunday 8 th February. This appreciation of
Mike’s life is taken from the eulogy delivered at his funeral by his son Andrew.
Dad’s story began when he was born in Cheshire to Elinor
and Eric. At the outbreak of World War 2 his father, who
served as a reservist officer with the Royal Artillery, was
called up, so dad and his mother went to live in their
grandparents’ house in Keswick in the Lake District. In
1939, dad’s sister Judith was born. When Mary, the house
keeper, told dad that he now had a baby sister, dad asked
what a baby sister was. When he found out, he wasn’t
hugely impressed and said he would prefer to have an
aeroplane. This was an early indication of what was to come.
Spending the war years in The Lakes was an idyllic time in
dad’s life, venturing out in rowing boats on Derwent Water,
walking in the hills, going on summer holidays to St Bees.
The Lake District was dad’s spiritual home. Later in life
dad’s visits to The Lakes would be very fleeting as he would
roar down the valleys and across the lakes at 250 feet and
420 knots! After the war the family moved back to
Nantwich and dad went to Sandbach school. He was gifted
at both the humanities and the sciences. He played rugby
and cricket and represented the school at chess matches.
He studied maths, physics and chemistry at ‘A’ level. In his
final year he was Head of School and also Head of the
Combined Cadet Force.
When I asked him recently when he first thought about a career in the RAF, dad said that when he was 12 he
decided that “the RAF needed him.” Although he had a provisional place at Bristol University to study
aeronautical engineering as part of an apprenticeship with Rolls Royce, at the age of 18 dad went through the
rigorous selection procedure for the RAF and secured a cadetship at RAF College, Cranwell. He was Under
Officer of C Squadron, 75 Entry. When he passed out of Cranwell three years later he was awarded the Philip
Sassoon prize for academics and also the Queen’s Medal. Although he didn’t know it then, his greatest
achievement at Cranwell was meeting his future wife, my mum Judy. Mum’s father Geoffrey was also an RAF
pilot and a senior officer at Cranwell so she had grown up with the RAF and was already fully trained to be an
RAF officer’s wife. After a four year courtship mum and dad were married at St Clement Danes on the Strand
on January 27th 1962.
In so many ways dad could not have been more suited for a career as an RAF fighter pilot. His calm
temperament, self-assurance, integrity and his values, all wrapped up with a brilliant sense of humour, were an
ideal fit. His RAF career spanned 36 years, nearly all of which was during the height of the Cold War. He flew
some of the earliest RAF fighter jets such as the Vampire and Meteor, as well as iconic jets of the Cold War
era such as the Lightning and Phantom. In 1975 he flew the F-15 in the US to evaluate it for the RAF. When he
was Station Commander of RAF Honington in 1982 he oversaw the formation of the very first operational
Tornado GR.1 squadron and this was one of the last aircraft he flew. In all he flew at least fifteen different
types and of all of them his favourite was the Hunter.
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Just two years after graduating from Cranwell dad returned as a QFI to teach the students to fly the Vampire.
This must have felt quite strange for the students to be taught by an instructor with about twenty minutes
more flying experience than them. Later, after learning to fly the Hunter, dad was selected to fly the Lightning
as a QFI with The Tigers at RAF Coltishall. He described the Lightning as an “aluminium tube, housing two huge
engines and a frightened teenager inside.” Dad spent many long hours on QRA, often sitting in the cockpit ready
to go at any time and in all weathers. He said they’d take off if there was enough visibility to see just three
runway lights.
In August 1963 dad was posted to fly with the US Marines at Cherry
Point in North Carolina (right). Mum, dad and my sister Philippa
travelled out there on the ‘Queen Mary’. Dad was training new Marine
pilots to fly the Phantom. He said the Marine ‘Fannum’ did not have
dual controls as the Marines could apparently do anything without
training. He described the flying as pretty risky as he had to sit in
the back with no controls as the student flew the aircraft, but not
only that he still didn’t speak American! In all he flew check rides
with 17 new pilots. This was also the first aircraft he’d flown which
required two crew and he wasn’t entirely sure what the purpose of
having a navigator was other than to have some ‘talking ballast’ which
kept the centre of gravity in the right place!
In 1968, whilst back at RAF Kenley on his first of three postings to
the Ministry of Defence (or the ‘Ministry of Silly Walks’, as he called
it), I was born at home. My other sister Amanda had been born in the
States. Dad delivered me as the doctor was probably out playing golf.
He disentangled the umbilical cord from around my neck, then held me up by my ankles to see if I was
breathing. When asked later how he managed to deliver me he said “a fighter pilot can do anything”.
Mum and dad had an amazing and devoted marriage. Mum gave up her own promising career, which started at
the UN, to support dad in his career. In all they moved 21 times including the US once and Germany twice. They
both enjoyed a fantastic social life in the RAF and met life-long friends both through the RAF and outside.
Mum and dad’s long association with Woodhall Spa began in 1974 when dad was posted to RAF Coningsby as OC
228 OCU and they bought their house there.
Dad was naturally talented at whatever he put his mind to and was precise and accurate with everything he did.
This included punctuality, which probably stemmed from his pilot training to achieve a Time Over Target of plus
or minus 5 seconds. In the days long before satnav, at the beginning of long journeys he would tell us exactly
when we would arrive and then be spot on. I recall when mum and dad were going to yet another dinner party I
would often hear dad say “Judy, if we don’t leave now, even if we travel at the speed of light, we’ll be 7 minutes
late”.
He had a deep interest in cars and a preference for Jaguars,
owning several during his life, including the classic Mark 2. He
was also a talented artist with his favourite topic being
aircraft (left). He painted these with incredible accuracy from
memory. He could also paint fantastic portraits and landscapes.
He painted murals and was even asked by his mother-in-law to
paint a scenic mural to cheer up their rather poky bathroom in
Chiswick. She warned him “but, Mike - NO aeroplanes please”.
Dad painted an amazing scene from the Lake District in the
bathroom. It was actually quite disconcerting to be sitting in
the bath when it felt like you were on the top of Castle Head,
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surrounded by fell walkers. Naturally, whilst forbidden to paint an aeroplane, when you looked up at the ceiling
there was a faint contrail of a jet passing high overhead.
In an era when the loss of aircrew was all too commonplace, dad had his share of in-flight emergencies although
fortunately he never had to eject and he brought every aircraft home. There was one sortie that really did
shake him up though. In 1979, during a sortie in a Buccaneer over the North Sea, the aircraft began suffering
multiple unrelated failures which indicated a fire. With no comms, faulty instruments and the aircraft steadily
dying, he nursed it back to Honington with both crew ready to eject at any moment. They landed safely and
when the engineers opened the aircraft’s bomb bay large charred pieces of aircraft fell out. The aircraft never
flew again. Later they estimated that the aircraft had less than two minutes’ flight time left before it became
a fireball. Shortly after this sortie dad developed double vision for a while which was an early symptom of what
would later be diagnosed as Multiple Sclerosis. This condition remained with him for life, insidiously chipping
away at his health.
In 1992 dad received a CBE and retired to Woodhall Spa. Mum and dad enjoyed an active retirement. But in
2000 dad suffered a massive stroke which he described as “a hydraulic leak, leading to an electrical failure.”
His Millennium Stroke as he called it left him paralysed down his right-hand side and in a wheelchair for the
rest of his life. Combined with MS steadily eroding his remaining mobility he was unable to pursue many of the
hobbies that he enjoyed including painting. It is truly remarkable then, especially after having such an active
RAF career, that he bore his ailments with tremendous fortitude and incredible stoicism, never complaining
about his lot. He never lost his positive outlook. Mum has been dad’s rock throughout their marriage, especially
in the last twenty one years when she effectively became his full time carer. The level of care she gave him is
astonishing.
Dad lived a very full life and what he did in all aspects of it he did exceptionally well. He was a true gentleman.
His legacy will endure not only in his family but in the memories of all those who knew and loved him. We will
never forget his kindness, his ready smile, his sparkle and the laughter.

Mike and Judy at the 100th
Anniversary
Reunion
at
Stratford in 2017.

*
I also have to sadly tell you that Derek Wood, who was an engineer on 74 at Tengah between 1969 and 1971,
died in September last year at the age of 82. Married to Sue, he had five daughters. Derek ended his service
career at RAF Bruggen in 1975.
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Alan Parker
From Deborah Taylor: “I have been asked by a French researcher, Alain Trouplin, if I can find out any more
information about Fl Off Alan Mackinlay Parker who was killed on 25th August 1944 after his plane crashed in
France. A Google search brought up some details about him published in Issue 60 of Tiger News (extract
below) and I'm wondering whether you may have any other biographical information such as his date of birth, or
even a photograph of him in your archives. His gravestone in Massy churchyard does not give his age or any
details of his parents (as some headstones do) so I'm finding it quite difficult to find him in family history
records.”

From Tiger News 60

Fl Off Parker, whose nickname was Sparks, was with 74 prior to D
Day serving in North Africa, for in our archive there is a reference
to squadron pilots Parker and Leake colliding in mid-air when
returning from an escort mission. Leake was killed but Parker
survived uninjured. We then move forward to August 1944 and
on the 22nd twelve of the squadron’s aircraft were involved in an
armed recce around Rouen during the course of which Alan was
hit by flak. He tried to force land west of Buchy but hit trees in
the process. The wings of his aircraft were torn off and the
fuselage rolled several times which was when Parker was killed.
His body would have been difficult to recover as he came down in
enemy held territory so local people would have retrieved and
buried him.

Since compiling the above, we have acquired a
photograph of Alan (left). Deborah has also found
out that Alan was born in France on 28th November
1922. An older brother Tom also joined the RAF
but was killed in 1940. Their younger brother Peter
was recruited into the intelligence corps, survived
the war and went on to become (amongst other
things) chairman of British Rail. Peter had three
sons and a daughter who are all very successful in
their fields. Nathaniel is a well-known actor (The
Inspector Lynley Mysteries for example) and in
another role he played an RAF pilot in WWII in
which he wore a flying scarf that had belonged to
Alan.
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Big Hunter Formations
Our chairman Dick started his RAF life on 208 Squadron Hunters in 1969 and he still keeps in touch
with some of his colleagues from those days, one of who – Iain Ross - recently sent him this piece
which he had written about Hunter formations and which our Hunter aircrew and groundcrew will find
of interest- as will everyone else. Those were the days! Iain now runs the Hunter Chapter of the 208
Squadron Association. There will no doubt be some names here that you’ll recognise.
Iain writes:
We're presumably all aware of the unique 22-Hunter loop, the largest formation ever looped. When George Ord
was on his second tour on 208 Squadron at Chivenor, as Boss this time, I remember chatting to him about this
and he showed me his log book. My recollection could be wrong but I have in mind that it had pages of the same
thing: 2, 3 or 4 sorties each day, each sortie of only 15 or 20 minutes and every one saying something like "close
formation, looping". Roger Hymans, a future 208 flight commander, was also in the display team as a Flying
Officer. In August 1958 he flew 43 sorties for only 17 hours 15 minutes. Hard work and sheer dedication
created a record that has lasted since 1958. I was reminded of this when Pete Jones, Roger's deputy as 208
flight commander and John Lumsden sent me their photos of this 36-ship (Crown Copyright, Ministry of Defence),
which performed at the RAF Chivenor Air Day on 7th August 1971. There were actually 40 Hunters airborne
for this as there were two airborne spares and two FR.10s doing the whipping and of course taking photos.

Going back to earlier years, for the Air Day on 18th August 1970 Ian
Worby, OC Flying Wing, led a 32-ship this time, two box-fours of four
box-fours (left). Eric Sharp, ex-208 but then OC 234 Squadron, was
the senior of the three squadron commanders on 229 OCU and so he
had to be deputy lead so instead of leading his squadron he had to fly
as No 2 to Ian. Pete Jones had the pleasure and honour of leading the
12 aircraft from 234. It was perhaps this formation that Roger Gault
remembers
with
the initial join-up as
two diamond 16s.
The back 16 approached with slightly too much overtake,
enough to result in an early split off of the individual 4-ships
so that they could try again to take their new positions. Ian
had the pilots line up on the ground (right), no doubt
anticipating memories would fade and no one would be able to
remember who was where.
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For the Air Day on 23rd August 1969 Nigel Price, Ian's
predecessor as OC Flying Wing, led a 27-ship of Hunters with
each squadron on 229 OCU - 63, 79 and 234 - putting up a
diamond 9, to create a vic of diamond 9s (left).
In the summer of 1969 the whole of 229 OCU detached to St
Mawgan for about 3 months while Chivenor's runway was being
resurfaced. Nigel decided that the Hunters should leave and
arrive in style. By then Roger Hymans had moved from being a
flight commander on 208 to being a flight commander on 234 and
although he doesn't remember the exact number of aircraft
involved, it was all the serviceable Hunters that Chivenor's Engineering Wing under Don Stewart could muster.
Nigel's briefing the day before was that they were to fly at low level and visit as many holiday beaches as they
could find in Devon and Cornwall. One of the questions suggested that Nigel hadn't covered emergencies
adequately which caused him to glower around the room and comment on the number of hours on fighters and on
Hunters gathered in the room and if the questioner didn't feel man enough to join in then he need not. One
pilot asked what was the minimum altitude
authorised. "Next question,” said Nigel. Dave
Stanley and I were students on 234 at the time
and we remember watching the take-off. All the
aircraft lined up on the runway at the same time
(right) with the leader having to use a lot of
Chivenor's 6,000ft runway to let everyone on. In
those days safety dictated that formations had to
stream at 10-second intervals, singletons at 5seconds, high-low. I recall it being a calm summer's
day using runway 27 and watching the rather scary
wing drop from almost everyone after the first
few aircraft due to the visible turbulence in the
slipstream and jetwash, and that the low people
didn't have much room over the barrier. Dave
remembers that the take-off was in three-ships,
perhaps fours, although we were usually in pairs and that one aircraft ended up in the barrier. Nigel's RT call
was “don't just sit there, go and get another one!”
Roger remembers the Hunters arriving in low-level battle formation in fours at St Mawgan, a sight never
before seen at what to us was a very sleepy Nimrod base with not much flying ever taking place. The Station
Commander there, still of Coastal Command, was in the tower and asked if this was how the recently formed
Strike Command's Hunters normally arrived. He was assured that this was indeed SOP - it wasn't that long
since these pilots had been in Fighter Command - and thus was set the tone for the flying on the rest of our
time at St Mawgan. We enjoyed that detachment - different from North Devon but still a delight.
William Lonergan has a photo from
the last Air Day before the move
from Chivenor to Brawdy as the
Tactical Weapons Unit, when he
was flying in a 36-ship making a
formation for 229 OCU (left).
Roger Hymans led 63 Squadron in
their "2". They had a lot of fun
practising and William remembers
that the break and landing were
interesting. Amazing (he said) how
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many Hunters you can land in a compact stream on a 6,000 ft runway.
Rick Willey was a student on 79 Squadron when there was a 28-ship flown as part of Chivenor celebrating its
Freedom of Barnstaple. When he and his wife were watching the landing they saw the combination of some with
brake chutes and some without. This led to one or two aircraft overtaking the aircraft ahead in spite of what
was clearly heavy braking. They both thought there was going to be a pile-up on the runway. Interesting indeed.

I have photos of a 55-ship on 17th May 1967 (above). This is 16 Sea Vixens leading 12 Buccaneers from HMS
Hermes and HMS Victorious, followed by 27 Hunters of 1417 Flight and 8, 43 and 208 Squadrons. With whips
and airborne spares there were 60 aircraft in the air. Pete Sturt was seconded in 1967 to 809 Squadron, flying
Buccaneers from Hermes, and he says: “we joined forces with Victorious, which was now on the way home, and
flew past Khormaksar with a mixture of Sea Vixens, Buccaneers and resident Hunters. The flypast was nearly a
disaster when the lead Sea Vixen crew thought that we were 30 seconds early and suddenly with little warning
slowed down from 350kts to 300kts. The cumulative effect on the formations especially at the back end was
interesting to say the least.” For this big Air Power Demo 208 flew down to Khormaksar to join Strike Wing.
Doug Marr remembers spending an inordinate amount of time in the cockpit on the ground waiting to taxi out, in
his case 45 minutes, which was unheard of in the heat. (I seem to remember that in my time at Muharraq if you
weren't airborne within 15 minutes of strapping in you were supposed to abort.) Doug was near the back of the
huge formation. All went well until it came to flying down Ma'ala Straight, because while the Navy at the front
were flying at a reasonable height they might just have forgotten those at the back. Doug felt as though he
was flying amongst the chimney pots and afterwards some of the formations overflew the carriers. Great fun.
James Heath, 43 Squadron, remembers that the roll-out to overfly one of the carriers didn't go exactly as
planned which led to some chatter with the (Hunter) FR.10 doing the photography. Suddenly, on the RT came
“this is Mother here, would you like me to move?” Inter-service co-operation at its best!
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On inter-service co-operation, Tom Eeles was on
secondment to HMS Victorious and he was invited with the
Fleet Air Arm crews to the mess at RAF Khormaksar that
evening. All assembled had a fine celebration - not quite
the words he used. The Hunter pilots were invited back on
Victorious the next night and Dai Heather Hays celebrated
so well - again not an exact quote - that he found a cabin to
sleep in and nearly got taken back to the UK. Luckily for
him a boat was found to take him ashore just before the
ship pulled up the anchor and left Aden for Malta.
These tales started with looping, so I'll finish the same
way. Here's a photo from Peter McLeland of 208
Squadron's display team in about 1960: CO Pancho
Ramirez, Tim Cohu, Pete Biddiscombe and Peter McLeland
looping over Mount Kilimanjaro. Happy memories and
amazing photos with formation sizes that we'll not see
again.

Badge of Honour!

Webmaster Tony has recently bought this rare car bumper badge with the
intention of donating it to our display in the museum at Norwich. He bought it
from ex-56 Squadron Andrew Williams who says: “I believe the badge dates
from the 1950s from 74 Squadron’s time with Meteors and Hunters. I have my
late father’s XXV(F) Sqn and RAF West Malling badges from the mid-1950s
and they are to the same pattern. I found this one in an antique shop in York in
the late 1980s.”
We know nothing else about it, so can any of our Meteor or Hunter members
tell us anything?

A badge like this could conceivably have
been fixed to the bumper of this fine car –
a Rolls Royce donated in 1958 to the
squadron when at Horsham St. Faith by the
family of pilot Nick Tester who lost his life
when he disappeared with his Hunter F.6
whilst practising intercepts. A report came
in to the squadron that he was missing at
the same time as news of an aircraft
crashing into the sea off the Norfolk coast
at Winterton. Despite the mounting of a
huge rescue operation no trace of Nick or
his aircraft was found. The Roller was given
to the squadron as a memorial to him.
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Roy’s Story
Born in 1918, Roy Laver had an interesting wartime RAF career. He was an engineer on
various postings throughout the war including 74. His wife Ann wrote up Roy’s story in 2003,
two years before he died, and has shared that with us together with some photographs.
1940. Roy joined Imperial Airways in June 1936 when he was
aged 17½ years of age as a Trainee Technical Assistant. Roy
joined the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve a little later. When
war was declared he went to Bristol and the Merchant Venturers
Technical College to study engineering. He was called up for
military service but as he was studying at College this was
deferred until he had finished his exams in June 1940. In July he
reported to RAF Cardington as Aircraftman Second Class (AC2)
1157434. He was kitted out and posted to RAF Morecambe
Lancashire for initial training and was then sent to RAF
Hednesford in Staffordshire (No.6 School of Technical Training)
to train as a fitter. He was paid 3s 9d a day. While at Hednesford
he was allocated a bed in the band hut and became involved by
playing the drums and cymbals at camp concerts.
Roy had previously applied for a commission and whilst at
Hednesford was called to the Air Ministry in Kingsway, London,
for an interview with the Commissioned Officers Selection Board
at which he was successful. He then reported to the RAF unit at
Loughborough College in September 1940 as a Pilot Officer
(Service Number 86092) and shortly afterwards he was posted
to RAF Filton and was attached to 504 Squadron before moving
on to the RAF College at Henlow for a one-year intensive Engineering Officer’s course.
1941. In 1941 Roy was posted to
RAF Catterick for a short period
after which he joined 313
Squadron based at Kirton in
Lindsey which consisted of mainly
Czech personnel.
After a short
while he was posted in May to 74.
The squadron nicknamed Roy
'Seaweed’, his surname Laver being
a type of seaweed. In July the
Tigers were posted to Acklington,
Northumberland. Ann has a note
dated 2nd October 1941 authorising
Roy to drive an RAF Vauxhall,
registration BE 236, whilst there.
Then at the beginning of October the squadron moved to RAF Llanbedr and here Roy was promoted to Flying
Officer. Whilst in Wales a Wellington Bomber crashed into a hillside close to the airfield. Roy was the first to
get to the plane on a motorbike, taking a fire extinguisher with him. He was able to extinguish the flames and
rescue two crewmen. As a result he was mentioned in despatches (above left). Interestingly 74’s CO at the
time, Sqn Ldr Richey, felt compelled to explain to whoever it might concern that Roy’s uniform had been ruined
during the course of his actions (above right).
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In 1942 74 was posted to the Middle East. On 10th April Roy embarked on the troopship SS Nea Hellas at
Greenock. The majority of the squadron were aboard SS Rangitata. The ships sailed in convoy escorted by two
carriers and a large number of warships. After about two weeks at sea the convoy put in at Freetown, Sierra
Leone for refuelling while Roy’s ship proceeded to Cape Town where it put in for refuelling and refitting. Roy
was allowed ashore for about a week where white South African families, who were trying to persuade the
English to make South Africa their home after the war, entertained him. After five or six days the convoy
moved off into the Indian Ocean. Some ships put in at Bombay while the rest proceeded up the Red Sea via the
Aden Protectorate to dock at Suez. During the voyage a fire broke out in the hold of the SS Nea Hellas. All
flammable goods, which included Roy’s camp and tropical kit, were thrown overboard. Roy put in a compensation
claim for ‘lost kit by fire’. A letter was sent stating that a Court of Enquiry had been held regarding the fire
and a copy of the proceedings had been forwarded to the Air Ministry with a request for a ruling as to the
admissibility of the claim for compensation. But the Ministry ruled that payment of compensation could not be
authorised as the losses sustained were due to ‘the normal risks of civil life, against which officers are advised
in Regulations to insure. The claim submitted is accordingly disallowed.’
In April Roy disembarked at Port Tawfiq Egypt at the entrance to the Suez Canal and he proceeded to RAF
Helwan, known to 74 as ‘Desert Camp’. Shortly afterwards he went to HQ Middle East Command at Cairo and
was posted on to No.103 Maintenance Unit at RAF Aboukir near Alexandria in May. Here Roy worked on Spitfire
VIIIs, Hurricane IIs and Blenheim IVs. Roy’s log book shows that from June to the end of the year short
flights of 20-30 minutes were made in an assortment of aircraft.

A page from Roy’s logbook and Roy with his camera at the Officers’ Club, Aboukir.
On the 13th October a letter was sent to the M.U. from HQ RAF Middle East Command Cairo:
Please ask the Officer Commanding No.103 Maintenance Unit to convey to all concerned my hearty
congratulations on the ingenuity and resource which they have shown in preparing the high altitude
Spitfires and in once again finding a solution to a problem which at first sight appeared insoluble.
ACM A.W. Tedder AOCinC Royal Air Force
Christmas Day was spent at Aboukir with a Christmas Dinner in the Sergeants’ Mess. While a menu for the
Officers’ Mess included roast turkey and roast pork, the M.U. had roast turkey, roast pork and roast duck and
roast goose! The full menu included crème of tomato soup, Aboukir sole with lemon, cauliflower, white sauce,
green peas, boiled and roast potatoes, followed by Christmas pudding and brandy sauce, mince pies, cheese and
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biscuits, mixed fruit and coffee. There followed a toast to the King before the camp theatre put on ‘A
Christmas Carol’. A very good celebration all round!
1943. Roy’s days in the RAF in North Africa post-74 were varied. In January of 1943 he was detailed to go to
Kano in Nigeria to repair a number of Spitfires which had force landed during the course of their delivery from
Accra in Ghana to Egypt. Roy organised a party of five airmen, together with a supply of spare parts and they
were flown to Kano in a Liberator. It was a long flight - 5¼ hours on the 26th January from Landing Ground 224
to Wadi Seidna on the River Nile near Khartoum in the Sudan: and the next day 9¼ hours from Wadi Seidna to
the staging station at Kano. Repairs completed he left Nigeria on the 3rd March to return to Wadi Seidna
where he stayed for a while, then to Egypt on the 9th March on board a C-47 Skytrain where he reported to
H.Q. Middle East Command on the problems associated with flying aircraft across remote territory, the
problem of recovering aircraft which had force landed and getting them to an aerodrome where they could be
repaired and flown out to Cairo. Shortly after, on 21st March Roy was sent to Basra in Iraq where Spitfires
were being prepared for the Russian Air Force and where Roy assisted in overcoming various technical problems
with which the Russians were not familiar. He returned to Aboukir in April and soon after was posted to
Tripolitania, Libya, to take command of No.113 M.U. at Castel Benito. It was while here that the officers
entertained Winston Churchill who had come to visit. On a later occasion they hosted King George V1. Italian
prisoners of war cleaned up two derelict swimming pools for use by the officers and one for use by other ranks.
Swimming proved to be very popular and especially water polo at Castel Benito.
It was from Tripolitania that Roy sailed in a landing ship tank (LST) to Taranto in Southern Italy to form a
detachment of 113 M.U., and to organise an advance Spitfire aircraft repair unit. Which is where this account
of part of Roy’s time in the wartime RAF ends.
With thanks to Ann Laver and her son Simon.
Below - members of B Flight 74 Squadron in the desert. Roy is third from the left
Right - OC 74 when the squadron arrived in Egypt, Peter Matthews.
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